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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editorial Team (BMC Sport Science, Medicine and Rehabilitation),

Thank you for the opportunity to revise our manuscript entitled "Combining perceptual regulation and exergaming for exercise prescription in low-active older adults with and without cognitive impairment," (SSMR-D-17-00010R1).

We have now included the required declarations, abbreviations, ethics approvals numbers, consent for publication availability of data, material competing interests, funding, authors contributions and acknowledgements.

I apologize for the oversight on the contributions of Dr Hannah Keage. Dr Keage played an integral role in designing the study with a particular focus on advising on cognitive measures and MCI clinical cut points. Additionally, she was involved in analyzing the data, editing the manuscript and approving the final version. As a result, I believe she meets the criteria for authorship on a range of levels.
We look forward to hearing the outcome of this minor revision soon,

Kind Regards
Dr Ashleigh Smith